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Get an insiderâ€™s view on the latest electrical codesâ€•from the top resource used by electricians,

contractors, and inspectors across the country. Whether youâ€™re renovating your home, selling it,

or buying a new one, staying up on the latest electrical codes is critical business. What you donâ€™t

know can compromise your safety and potentially cost you a bundle in violations. Code Check

Electrical is your go-to reference for everything you need to know to avoid the most common

electrical violations while stressing the central safety principles behind the National Electrical Code.

The latest information at your fingertips keeps you up to code. This revised edition has been

completely updated to the 2014 National Electrical Code and the 2012 International Residential

Code. Spiral bound with durable, laminated pages that can be referenced quickly on-site, this

reliable resource clearly details how to:  Meet the highest safety standards while drastically reducing

code violation callbacks Stay on top of every type of residential electrical system by knowing the

most up-to-date information on grounding, bonding, service panels, branch circuits, GFCIs and

AFCIs, switches, receptacles, and more Deal with old wiring and bring it up to code Troubleshoot

electrical issues related to appliances, lighting, and other household items
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Why are reviews - more than 12 years old - featured for a publication that has just been released

last month? This is a disservice to readers and customers. I do not have this latest edition yet,



however, I will invest in it as previous recent editions have been spot on as a quick and handy

reference guide. They are also published on a coated heavy card stock paper which makes them

very durable for use in the field.

I have the 7th edition which is the current edition as of the moment (2015) and it's a solid easy

reference for most common code questions. I was an electrical apprentice around 20 years ago, but

then I took a different career path. That means I have a good general sense of electrical work, but

I'm definitely not up to date with the most current codes. This reference fills in the gaps.I'm rewiring

an entire house myself other than relocating the service entrance. I met with a master electrician

this past week to review his details of the service move he's doing for me and to have him review

my electrical plan for the rest of the house. Not knowing I already owned, he pulled the Code Check

guide and suggested I pick up a copy. He said every one of his employees has a copy and they use

it frequently.

I am an electrician. I use this all the time to find information in the code book. This is the ultimate

short cut to finding information in the NEC. I love the illustration it helps when explaining the code

requirements to the customer. If you are an electrician buy this book.

I love these Code Check references. I am an Electrician & these quick references are quicker at

looking up something than the NEC Code book. It also references where in the NEC a more

detailed explanation can be found.

I bought this in connection with two other code check books guides. They have lived up to

expectations as a quick reference guide with citations to major national codes if you need additional

information. These codes are not always adopted in their entirety or without editing at the local level,

I would not rely no this manual for building a house from the ground up. But, as a homeowner who

want to know how to properly address day to day repairs and updates this manual series has you

covered.The configuration of Code Check is great. Each page is tabbed for quick reference and

spiral bound at the top. Also, someone was thinking ahead the paper is heavy thickness and

appears to be laminated or otherwise coated which helps it resist dirt and staining (which are always

present when working).

Gave it as a gift to a budding electrician who is in the Navy who volunteered to help with a Seabee



community project.He gave 110% so this was nothing in return to his efforts.And he gave up his

valuable Thanksgiving doing so

Purchased the Code Check Electrical 7th Edition and has a lot of potential but the lack of a CD with

the illustrations on it would really put the book over the top; inspectors need illustrations and

expanded diagrams to show clients and explain what he/she writes in the inspection reports.

Good for the pro or architect; not the novice/home owner. As a retired electrician, I bought it to keep

current with the NEC ... good for that.
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